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QUESTION 1

You want to securely distribute credentials for your Amazon RDS instance to your fleet of web server instances. The
credentials are stored in a file that is controlled by a configuration management system. 

How do you securely deploy the credentials in an automated manner across the fleet of web server instances, which
can number in the hundreds, while retaining the ability to roll back if needed? 

A. Store your credential files in an Amazon S3 bucket. Use Amazon S3 server-side encryption on the credential files.
Have a scheduled job that pulls down the credential files into the instances every 10 minutes 

B. Store the credential files in your version-controlled repository with the rest of your code. Have a post-commit action in
version control that kicks off a job in your continuous integration system which securely copies the new credentials files
to all web server instances 

C. Insert credential files into user data and use an instance lifecycle policy to periodically refresh the files from the user
data 

D. Keep credential files as a binary blob in an Amazon RDS MySQL DB instance, and have a script on each Amazon
EC2 instance that pulls the files down from the RDS instance 

E. Store the credential files in your version-controlled repository with the rest of your code. Use a parallel file copy
program to send the credential files from your local machine to the Amazon EC2 instances 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Are you able to integrate a multi-factor token service with the AWS Platform? 

A. Yes, you can integrate private multi-factor token devices to authenticate users to the AWS platform. 

B. No, you cannot integrate multi-factor token devices with the AWS platform. 

C. Yes, using the AWS multi-factor token devices to authenticate users on the AWS platform. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Multiple rows in an Amazon Redshift table were accidentally deleted. A System Administrator is restoring the table from
the most recent snapshot. The snapshot contains all rows that were in the table before the deletion. 

What is the SIMPLEST solution to restore the table without impacting users? 

A. Restore the snapshot to a new Amazon Redshift cluster, then UNLOAD the table to Amazon S3. In the original
cluster, TRUNCATE the table, then load the data from Amazon S3 by using a COPY command. 

B. Use the Restore Table from a Snapshot command and specify a new table name DROP the original table, then
RENAME the new table to the original table name. 
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C. Restore the snapshot to a new Amazon Redshift cluster. Create a DBLINK between the two clusters in the original
cluster, TRUNCATE the destination table, then use an INSERT command to copy the data from the new cluster. 

D. Use the ALTER TABLE REVERT command and specify a time stamp of immediately before the data deletion.
Specify the Amazon Resource Name of the snapshot as the SOURCE and use the OVERWRITE REPLACE option. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Is it possible to access your EBS snapshots? 

A. Yes, through the Amazon S3 APIs. 

B. Yes, through the Amazon EC2 APIs. 

C. No, EBS snapshots cannot be accessed; they can only be used to create a new EBS volume. 

D. EBS doesn\\'t provide snapshots. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A sys admin is planning to subscribe to the RDS event notifications. For which of the below mentioned source
categories the subscription cannot be configured? 

A. DB security group 

B. DB snapshot 

C. DB options group 

D. DB parameter group 

Correct Answer: C 
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